The key to success

Mars – much more than just a chocolate bar!
You want to take on responsibility? And do so in an international business that has people and pets all over the world excited about its products? Then Mars is the right place for you. You will be holding the key that advances your career through a wide range of tasks from day one: freedom to set trends with a global player in an open work environment at a family corporation where success is based on the responsibility of each individual and goals are achieved together.

Support our Mars Wrigley Confectionery team at our Unterhaching site near Munich as

Finance Manager (f/m)

and prove yourself in a variety of ambitious tasks, such as:

- Collection, compilation, analysis and reporting of financial information for the financial shaping/decision-making process through co-piloting of the sales and e-commerce or marketing team.
- Serve as the Finance Co-pilot for sales or marketing, partnering with marketing and sales account teams for a particular segment to provide an overview of the financial performance. Provide decision support to achieve profitable channel growth in line with targets.
- Lead the financial planning, analysis and presentations, forecasts, long term plans and monthly performance reports. Provide robust analysis through:
  - In-depth analysis of NSV, controllable contribution
  - Clear, concise and timely analysis of channel performance and full segment P&L
- Perform ad hoc financial analysis to support Finance Heads in preparing presentations for the Leadership Team.
- Deliver understanding of customer performance within the channel through customer profitability reporting, and through insight and understanding of risks and opps drive corrective actions at account level to achieve targets.

What we expect of you:
- Bachelor degree or equivalent
- Good financial understanding & strong analytical skills
- Co-piloting experience necessary
- Able to work collaboratively, build credibility and influence others
- Excellent command of English and German

What you can expect from us:
- Responsibility and freedom to drive your own ideas
- Support through an experienced team
- An open & international work environment of a global family-owned business
- Personal & professional development, e.g. through global trainings from Mars University
- Attractive conditions and extensive social benefits

Apply now directly on www.mars.de/karriere